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This study investigates whether signal words such as DANGER, 
WARNING, and CAUTION, presented under different vocal conditions, 
influence intended compliance . Male and female participants listened to 
cassette tapes of signal words presented by a male or female speaker in 
monoton e, emotional, and whisper voice styles at either a low or high 
sound level. The results showed that female speakers produced 
significantly higher ratings of intended carefulness. Of the five signal 
words examined, DEADLY received the highest ratings, followed by 
DANGER; and NOTICE received the lowest carefulness ratings. 
WARNING and CAUTION did not differ. The safety implicati ons of 
these results are discussed. 

Introduction 

Current warning design standards and guidelines recommend the use of signal 
words to alert individu als to the presence and level of potential hazards. Standard s 
and guidelines in the US generally recommend DANGER, WARNING, and 
CAUTION to indicate high to low levels of hazard, respectively (e.g., ANSI, 1991; 
FMC Corporation, 1985). According to ANSI (1991) these terms have been 
assigned the following definitions. DANGER should be used to indicate immediate 
tiazards that will result in severe personal injury or death. WARNING is 
recommended for use with hazard s or unsafe practices that could result in severe 
personal injury or death. Finally, CAUTION is recommend ed for hazards or unsafe 
practices that could result in minor personal injury and/or product or prop erty 
damage. Research has consistently shown that people do, in fact, perceive DANGER 
to connote a significantly greater hazard than both WARNING and CAUTION, but 
people do not differentiate between the two latter terms (e.g., Wogalter and Silver, 
1990; 1995). Other research has investigated whether alternate terms, such as 
DEADLY and LETHAL, are useful in conveying different hazard levels (Wogalter 
and Silver , 1990; 1995). 

AU previous research on signal words has evaluated their effectiveness as 
presented visually in the print medium . Although there is research on nonverbal 
auditory warning signals (e.g., see Edworthy and Adams, 1996 for a review), there 
has been no research on the effects of auditory/voiced/verbal signal words. The 
present research is an initial attempt to examine the effects of voiced signal words on 
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connoted hazard (intended carefulness ratings). Previous studies suggest that voiced 
warnings have potential for effective warning communication. Wogalter and Young 
(1991) and Wogalter et al . (1994) showed that voiced warnings produced greater 
compliance than the same message in print. One benefit is that the receivers of the 
information do not need to be looking in a particular direction, as would be needed 
with visually presented information (Wogalter and Young, 1991; Wogalter et al., 
1994) . Another benefit of voiced warnings is their potential utility for informing 
those who have difficulty reading the English language, including children and 
individuals with vision problems. With recent advancements in digital speech 
technology, voiced warnings could be used to communicate hazards of various types 
under various conditions. 

The present study examines the effects of signal words presented in monotone , 
emotional, and whisper voices on intended complia nce. Sound levels (dBA) were 
manipulated (low vs. high) with the amplitude levels equated among the three 
voicing methods . Mershon and Philbeck (1991) found that a whisper presented at 
U1e level of normal speech is significantly more salient and arousing than normal 
speech. In addition, gender was examined with respect to both the spe aker (i.e., 
presenter or source) and the participant (i.e., listen er or receiver) . Although 4 3 
words were used as stimuli in this research, the present articl e describes tl1e results of 
the five terms that have been investigated most extensive ly in previous research 
(DEADLY, DANGER, WARNING, CAUTION, and NOTICE). Three of these terms, 
DANGER, WARNING, and CAUTION, are recommended by ANSI (1991) to 
indicate high to low levels of hazard, respectively. Previous research by Wogalter 
and Silver (1995) and Wogalter et al. (1997) has shown that DEADLY connotes a 
substantially greater hazard than DANGER. NOTICE is a nonhazard related term 
recognized by ANSI (1991) to call attention to important information (Westinghouse 
Product Safety Label Handbook, 1981). 

Method 

Participants 
Seventy -two und ergraduate students taking an introductory psychology course 

at NorU1 Carolina State University participated. They were compensated with credit 
towards the course. An equal number of males and females participated . 

Stiniulus materials 
The ignal words were taken from a list of 43 words investigated by Wogalter 

and Silver (1995) . They are shown below in alphabetical order: 

ALARM DON'T LETHAL REQUIRED 
ALERT EXPLOSIVE NECESSARY RISKY 
ATI ENTION FATAL NEEDED SERIOUS 
BEWARE FORBIDDEN NEVER SEVERE 
CAREFUL HALT NO STOP 
CAUTION HARMFUL NOTE TOXIC 
CRITICAL HAZARD NOTICE UNSAFE 
CRUCIAL HAZARDOUS POISON URGENT 
DANGER HOT PREVENT VITAL 
DANGEROUS IMPORTANT PROHIBIT WARNING 
DEADLY INJURIOUS REMINDER 

The above words were arranged in 18 random orders, each recorded on a 
separate audio cassette tape. Toe recordings were produced in a sound chamber 
using a Marantz PMD201 professional portable cassette recorder, Audio-Technica 
A TR30 vocal/instrument microphon e, microphone stand, TDK DS-X90 audio tapes 
and Koss TD/60 enclosed ear headphones . 
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Each speaker produce~ three_ reco~dings, one in each voicing method 
(monotone, emotional, and whisper) with a different random order word list for each. 
Each recording consisted of signal words presented at a rate of 8 s intervals (onset to 
onset) with a quiet period between eac~ word . Three male and three female 
speakers were used to make the recordings. 

Procedure 
Participants were infonned that they would hear a series of words presented 

O
n 

three cassette tapes. The instructions were to listen to each word and rate "How 
careful would you be after hearing each word?" based both on its mearung and on 
how it is presented. Ratings were made on a 9-point Likert-type scale with the 
following verbal anchors placed at the even-numbered points : O - not at all careful, 2 
- slightly careful, 4 - careful, 6 - very careful, and 8 - extremely careful. 

Each participant heard three tapes, monotone, emotional, and whisper, in 
different random orders. Sound level (low: 60 dBA vs. high : 90 dBA) and speaker 
gender (male vs. female) were manipulated ?etween participant genders. All tapes 
heard by a given participant were pre~e.nted either at the low or high sound level and 
by a male or female speaker. Participants were randomly assigned to conditions 
based on a schedule such that an equ_~ number of males and females parti cipated in 
the sound level and word order conditions an equal number of times. 

Results 

The data were examined usin~ ~ 2 (Sound level: low vs. high) X 2 (Speaker 
gender: male vs. female) X 2 (Paruc 1pan~ gender: male vs. female) X 3 (Voic ing 
met.hod; monotone vs. emotional vs. whisper) X 5 (Signal Words: DEADL y vs. 
DANGER vs . WARNING vs. NOTICE ~s. CAU1:I(?N) mixed-mo del design analysis 
of variance (ANOV A). The last two vanables , voicing method and signal words, were 
repeated measures factors; all 0~1er~ were bet;Nee~-subje~ts factors . 

The ANOV A showed a s1gmficant mam effect of speaker gender, F(l, 60) = 
13.95, p < .001. Female speakers (M = 5.10) p~o?uced higher carefulness ratings 
than male speakers (M = 4.18). Although participant gender failed to reach the 
conventional p level generally considered necessary for significance, F(l, 60) = 3.82, 
p = .055, the means showed the tendency for male p~~cipants (M = 4.9) to give 
higher ratings for intended car~ful!1ess tl1an _female parti c1pa~ts (M = 4.4). 

The ANOV A showed a s1gruficant mam effe~t of vo1cmg meU1od F(2, 120) = 
6.86, p < .01. Comparisons among the means,. usmg ~~ ey's Honestly Significant 
Difference (HSD) test, showed that the e~otional vo1crng method (M = 4 .93) 
produced significantly higher carefulness raun~s (p < -~5) tl1an the monoton e (M = 
4.30) . TI1e whisper voice style (M_ ~ 4.68) was mtermediate and was not significantly 
different from the other two conditions. 

In addition, a significant main effect was found for signal words F(4, 240) = 
J 37.80, p < .001. Tukey's HSD test showed that all paired comparisons were 
significant (DEADLY, M = 6.35 ; DANGER, M = 5.28; WARNING, M = 4.44; 
CAUTION, M = 4.25; and NOTICE, M = 2.87), except between WARNING and 
CAUTION. 

Table 1. Means as a function of voicing method and signal word 

Signal words 

Voicing method NOTIC E CAUTION WARNING DANGER DEADLY mean 

Monoton e 2.5 4.1 4.0 5.0 6.0 4.3 Whisper 2.6 4.3 4.4 5.4 6.7 4. 7 Emotional 3 .5 4.4 5.0 5.4 6.4 4.9 mean 2.9 4.3 4.4 5.3 6.3 
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The ANOVA also indicated the presence of three significant interaction 
effects. Table 1 presents the means for the interaction between voicing method and 
signal words, F(8, 480) = 2.56, p < .01. The emotional voicing method produced 
significantly higher ratings than the monotone for both WARNING and NOTICE. 
In addition, NOTICE voiced emotionally was rated higher than NOTICE whispered. 
DEADLY whispered was rated higher than DEADLY voiced in monotone. There 
were no significant voicing-method differences for CAUTION and DANGER. 

Table 2. Means as a function of speaker gender and signal word 

Signal words 

Speaker gender NOTICE CAlITION WARNING DANGER DEADLY mean 

Male 
Female 

2 .9 3.9 3.8 4.7 5.7 4.2 
2.9 4 .6 5.1 5 .8 7.0 5.1 

Speaker gender and signal word interacted, F(4 , 240) = 6.82, p < .001 . The 
means in Table 2 show that female speakers consistent ly produced higher caref1Jlness 
ratings than male speakers for all signal words, except NOTI CE. These 2 factors 
interacted with sound level in a three-factor interaction of sound level, speaker 
gender, and signal words, F(4, 240) = 3.37, p < .05. The means for this interaction, 
display ed in Table 3, depict a similar pattern to the speaker gender by signal word 
interaction described above. with two relatively minor magnitude changes as a 
function of sound level. 111e speaker gender difference is larger for DEADLY in the 
low sound level condition and for WARNING in the high sound level condition. 
Note that the greatest intended carefulness was produced with DEADLY spoken in a 
low level female voice . 

Table 3. Means as a function of sound level, speaker gender, and signal word 

Signal words 

NOTICE CAUTION WARNING DANGER DEADLY mean 

Low sound level 
Male speaker 3.2 4.0 4.0 4.8 5.4 4.3 
Female speaker 2.8 4.6 4.8 6.0 7.3 5.1 

High sound Level 
3.5 4.6 4.1 Male speaker 2.5 3.7 5.8 

Female speaker 2.9 4.7 5.4 5 .7 6 .7 5. 1 

Discussion 

Various parameters of auditorily-presented signal words can affect receivers' 
intended carefulness . For the most part, emotionally toned voices produced the 
rughest carefulness ratings, particularly compared to the monotone voices. Perhaps 
the higher ratings for the emotional tone is a reflection of the way people would 
naturally vocalize a hazard. In emergency -type communications, people become 
excited and emotional speaking at a higher pitch and at a faster rate. Therefore , the 
emotional tone may cue listeners to the urgency of the situation. Research has 
shown tl1at nonverbal auditory signals presented at a faster rate and at higher 
frequencies increase perceived urgency (Edworthy and Adams, 1996). Related to 
this is the higher carefulness ratings ""'.hen th~ si.gnal words. were presented by fe~ale 
speakers . This concurs with previous findings showmg that higher physical 
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frequencies (Le., the female voice) produce greater perceived urgency (Edworthy 
and Adams, 1996). 

Toe perceived hazard levels associated with the signal words were ordered high 
to low as follows : DEADLY, DANGER, WARNING, CAUTION, and NOTICE. This 
order is consistent with previous research of visually presented signal words 
(Wogalter and Silver, 1995). S~veral other re~ults were also consistent with prev ious 
research of visually presented signal words. First, there was no significant difference 
between WARNING and CAUTION on perceived hazard (Le., intended carefu lness) 
(Wogalter and Silver, 1990). Second, DEADLY was consistently rated higher than 
DANGER (Wogalter & Silver, 1995; Wog~~er et al., 1997). Third, the low ratings 
for NOTICE for both male and female part.tc1pants reflects the fact that trus term has 
no specific hazard-related implications . Several complex int eractions were noted in 
the analysis. We will withhold elaborate explanations until there is additional 
evidence and replication. 

Clearly these results have implica~ons for safety. Modern technology has 
provided voice recordable 1:ansist?r chips (found in ~reeling cards, answering 
machines), which when co1!1bmed with ~ne or rnor~ det~ction systems (e.g., motion, 
infrared, sound) can potentially cornmu~cate ~ffectiv~, timely warnings. Only a few 
of the many sound parameters were mvesugated m the present study. Other 
parameters of voice warnings still need to be examined. 
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